Expression of egr-1 (zif268) mRNA in select fear-related brain regions following exposure to a predator.
Research has demonstrated that immediate-early genes/inducible transcriptional factors (e.g., c-fos, egr-1) are increased in amygdala nuclei (lateral, basal and central nuclei) known to be involved in fear conditioning, footshock stress and novelty. Although these data suggest that expression of inducible transcriptional factors are involved in fear, other non-shock ethologically based paradigms (predator or predator odor exposure) do not appear to increase c-fos in the lateral and basal nuclei. While the lack of c-fos expression may indicate that predator stress does not engage the lateral and basal amygdala nuclei, it may be that c-fos in the amygdala is not responsive to predator exposure. Therefore, egr-1, which increases in the lateral nucleus following fear conditioning, footshock and novelty, was assessed to determine if its expression is induced in rats exposed to a cat. Five minutes of cat exposure did not increase expression of egr-1 mRNA in the lateral nucleus of the amygdala. egr-1 was increased in the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus, indicating cat-induced stress, and visual cortex compared to rats that were either confined for 5 min or handled. In the lateral periaqueductal gray, handled rats displayed a left hemisphere dominance, which disappeared in both the cat-exposed and confined group, suggesting that immobility, induced by either cat-induced stress or unstressed confinement, increased right hemisphere egr-1 expression. The results are discussed in a context of differences and similarities in neural circuitry for conditioned and unconditioned fear.